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Abstract 
This paper presents the modeling and structural analysis of a masonry arch bridge. The 
model used for calculation was elaborated based on external and internal geometric data 
provided by Terrestrial Laser Scanning and Ground Penetrating Radar methods. The 
purpose when using such techniques was to obtain the inner arch thicknesses and filling 
characterization in addition to the external geometry of the bridge. A more sophisticated 
structural analysis was therefore performed to obtain the best approximation to the load 
carrying capacity of the structure. The results obtained reveals the importance of using such 
combination of external and previously unknown internal aspects for the elaboration of more 
realistic mechanical models.  

 
1 INTRODUCTION 

It is a fact that knowledge of both functional and conservation states of a structure is a 
basic and fundamental aspect in order to achieve its maintenance and, sometimes, its 
preservation. This paper presents a case study in the usage of both Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
(TLS) and Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) in the context of dimensional and structural 
evaluation of masonry arch bridges. The development of methodological procedures for data 
collection and processing, as well as data integration for structural analysis proposes are also 
included. 

TLS has been successfully used for metric surveying and 3D modeling in many different 
fields (archaeological and architectural documentation, industrial retrofitting, mining, 
structural monitoring, road surveying, etc.). In the case of structural applications, this 
technique has been successfully applied to 3D modeling and sometimes monitoring; but it 
has not been sufficiently implemented to date, as a routine tool in infrastructure management 
systems, in terms of automation of data processing and integration in the condition 
assessment procedures. Undoubtedly, the use of more accurate geometric characterization 
implies less uncertainty in the subsequent analysis of the structures.  
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Even so, TLS is not able to provide information about inner parts of structures, which is 
vital, for example, for the structural behavior. Nevertheless, other technologies such as GPR 
allow to partially solving this unknown, providing the information for a better approximation 
in the models elaborated for calculation [1, 2]. GPR is a quite commonly used non-
destructive method in bridge monitoring that has demonstrated its capabilities in obtaining 
valuable previously unknown information from the interior of the bridge structure from a 
documentary, structural and archaeological points of view, such as: reconstruction of arches, 
pathway restoration, presence of possible hidden arches, the geometry of ancient profiles, 
ring-stone thickness of arches, bridge foundations, cavities or voids, presence of modern 
materials (e.g. reinforced concrete), as well as moisture problems and the existence of 
different building materials or inhomogeneity in the stonework that affects the structural 
stability of the bridge [3-5].   

Integral TLS and GPR approaches will benefit the evaluation of these types of bridge 
structures where arch thickness plays a key role in the ultimate load capacity of the structure 
[1, 4]. In such context, this paper includes an example of application showing the potential of 
both techniques for the structural analysis of the medieval masonry arch bridge of Monforte 
de Lemos (Galicia, Spain). The TLS allowed for the production of 3D real models (external 
geometry) towards their implementation in more sophisticated analysis procedures involving 
numerical analysis such as finite element based modeling. The GPR method provided the 
characterization of the different materials into the stonework, and so, essential internal 
geometric parameters such as arch-ring thickness. According to this, it was possible to 
perform complex, but more realistic, stability analysis of the bridge. 

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Terrestrial Laser Scanning 

Laser scanning is a geomatic method that allows obtaining 3D geometry of objects’ 
surface in an automatic way by using LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) technology. 
Different classifications are standardized for laser scanning attending to different principles 
used for distance measurement [6]. For civil engineering applications, the most common 
method is based on measuring the time of flight (TOF) of the laser beam. This principle 
allows distances to be remotely computed by measuring the time delay between the emission 
and return of a laser beam that travels from the instrument (a laser scanner) to the object. This 
distance may be obtained directly, by using short repetitive laser pulses, or indirectly by 
modulating the power of the wavelength of the laser beam and using phase difference [6]. 

To efficiently cover the whole field of view of the instrument, laser scanners contain 
mirrors to deflect the laser beam in different directions. In terrestrial laser scanners (static 
scanners) this allows directing the laser in vertical directions (rotation around horizontal 
axis), while rotation around vertical axis may be done through another mirror or through a 
mechanism. This mirror can rotate at a very high speed the whole vertical field of view 
(360º). As a result, a very dense point cloud is obtained. This point cloud basically contains 
the X, Y and Z coordinates of each surface point, and some other attributes such as amplitude 
of the laser beam or RGB data. 

2.2 Ground Penetrating Radar 

The GPR is a geophysical method based on the propagation of a very short 
electromagnetic pulse (1–20 ns) in the frequency band of 10 MHz–2.5 GHz. Therefore, the 
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GPR signals are electromagnetic fields, which are defined by means of four fundamentals 
expressions, known as Maxwell’s equations. More details on the basic principles of GPR can 
be found in [7].  

A radar system consists of four main parts: a transmitting and a receiving antenna, a 
control unit and a portable computer unit. Using the GPR method, a transmitting antenna 
emits an electromagnetic pulse into the ground, which is partly reflected when it encounters 
media with different dielectric properties and partly transmitted into deeper layers. Next, the 
reflected signal is recorded from a receiving antenna. The GPR antenna is moved over the 
investigation target along a specific direction with a constant distance between the transmitter 
and receiver. By moving the antenna over the ground, an image of the shallow subsurface 
under the displacement line is obtained. These two-dimensional images, called radargrams, 
are XZ graphic representations of the reflections detected. The X axis represents the antenna 
displacement along the survey line, and the Z axis represents the two-way travel time of the 
pulse emitted. If the time required for the electromagnetic pulse to go from the transmitting 
antenna to the reflector into the ground and return to the receiving antenna is measured and 
the velocity of this pulse in the subsurface medium is known, then the position of the 
reflector can be determined.  

3 THE CASE STUDY OF THE MONFORTE BRIDGE: RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

In this section, the structural assessment of a medieval masonry arch bridge, located in the 
village of Monforte de Lemos, Galicia, northwest of Spain is presented. The bridge dates 
back to the XVI century and nowadays it is still in service, giving support to the road network 
of the village. 

The complete and detailed description of the external geometry of the bridge was achieved 
through a TLS survey while the GPR method allowed obtaining additional information about 
the unknown inner parts of the construction such as composition and distribution of the 
filling material as well as an estimation of arches thickness. 

3.1 Results of TLS in creation of the geometric basis for structural models 

The TLS survey in the Monforte Bridge was performed using a Riegl LMS-Z390i laser 
scanner, which is a long range scanner. The range of this instrument is between 1.5 and 400 
m, with an acquisition rate up to 11 thousand points per second. The survey required of 11 
different scans acquired from different positions around the bridge. After a process of 
registration using artificial targets, a global point cloud of the bridge was obtained. 

In section 2.1, point cloud was referred as the most primitive 3D model. This model is 
composed of discrete and isolated points, however the reconstruction of 3D models usually 
refers to building continuous surface models. A Digital Surface Model (DSM) is computed 
by triangulation or another interpolation method. A common procedure to create the mesh is 
based in a planar triangulation, using the Delaunay 2D condition. This triangulation requires 
defining maximum edge length, which defines the maximum length of the edge of each 
triangle; maximum angle, which limits the angle between two beams originating in the 
optical center of the scanner and terminating in the vertices of a triangle edge, thereby 
limiting the length of the edge. 

The works related to documentation of historic construction sometimes requires from 
color information to assist the process of documentation through orthophotos. This necessity 
entails a previous process of digital image registration. Generally, orthophotos are 
photographic maps that contain accurate geometric planar information derived from a built 
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3D surface model after a process of differential rectification. Each triangle of the mesh needs 
to be textured beforehand. Many criteria can be used to select the image for the texturing of 
each triangle: minimum distance between camera position and the center of each triangle (it 
is also known as scale or number of image’s pixels contained in the triangles), visibility of 
the triangle in the image and minimum angle of view (incidence angle). 

The differential rectification consists of the individual projective transformation of each 
triangle of the DSM on a reference plane. After the geometric transformation, densities 
require to be assigned through a radiometric interpolation. The resultant orthoimages can be 
exported to CAD (Computer Aided Design) programs to be used as basis for the 
documentation plans of the structures. Figure 1A presents the 3D realistic model of the 
Monforte Bridge. 

 

 
Figure 1: Geometric model of the Monforte Bridge A) photorealistic 3D surface model obtained by TLS 

and, B) example of 3D FEM model of the bridge combining external geometry and inner information provided 
by GPR. 

 
For the aim of the structural assessment of the Monforte Bridge, a detailed three-

dimensional model, with all relevant features about complex geometry of structure, is 
required. Such a detailed geometrical model can then be directly used as the basis for the 
development of a more complex numerical model, using the Finite Element Method (FEM). 
For that purpose, surface-based representations need to be converted into volumetric 
representations. However, the triangular meshes described above might be sometimes 
inefficient for the aims of structural engineering applications. The principal limitations come 
from the presence of gaps, excessive sharp angles, etc., that may cause problems during the 
mesh generations and therefore, preventing convergence in solution. 

Up to the date, three main approaches have been developed to allow the creation of a 
detailed 3D CAD model from an initial point cloud. 

A first usual approach consists of the re-edition of the mesh model into an intermediate 
CAD software before being imported to the FEM packages. CAD software prevents mesh-
generation problems due to the fact that these programs relies upon straight lines and 
generate closest models [8]. Modeling process begins with the extraction of feature lines that 
describe the main characteristics of the model through cross sections. Such a cross-sections 
are then used to perform extrusions and obtain thus a final CAD model. As it was reported by 
[9] this approach has the advantage of not demanding excessive computational resources, but 
it can lead to errors when the components do not follow their idealized geometries.  

A more simple approach consists of creating the 3D solid model directly from the raw 
point data avoiding possible errors caused by poor smoothing or sharped edges during 
triangular mesh generation. The focus is then to work with the global registered point cloud 
and importing it into an intermediate CAD software for further 3D modeling. Once the point 
cloud is imported into the CAD platform, the process of modeling is straightforward just by 
primitive fitting tools, cross-sections methods and extrusion techniques. Usually, such 
operations are based on the own constraints imposed by the point cloud. The CAD software 
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must incorporate specific modules for point cloud visualization when dense point clouds need 
to be handled. Otherwise, it would be desirable extracting orthogonal views from point cloud 
and just drawing above the points of such a “slice” to create desired part of the CAD model. 
By repeating this and assembling of all parts, the entire 3D model could also be achieved.  

Third and final method is based on the creation of non-uniform rational B-splines 
(NURBS) upon a given triangular mesh. 

Figure 1B presents a three-dimensional FE model of the Monforte Bridge created by 
combination of the visible geometry provided by TLS, and the inner composition of the 
bridge provided by GPR, as explained in the next section. Using the orthophotos of the 
elevation planes, additional information was extracted for the definition of arch rings that was 
lately useful for the two-dimensional structural models adopted in this paper. 

3.2 Results of GPR for inner documentation and characterization 

The GPR data were collected with a RAMAC/GPR system (Malå Geoscience) using a 
shielded antenna with 250 MHz center frequency. This frequency was selected for analyzing 
both the backfill distribution and the bridge foundations. Two parallel longitudinal profiles 
were collected; in opposite directions along the pathway of the bridge, with a distance 
between profiles set to 1 m. Data were acquired with the antenna polarization perpendicular 
to the data collection direction. The trace-distance interval and the total time window were 
equal to 2 cm and 200 ns, respectively, and were defined by 515 samples per trace. The 
survey was conducted using the antenna mounted on a survey cart with an encoder-based 
wheel serving as a distance measurement instrument to measure the profile lengths, as well as 
to control the 2-cm trace-distance interval, or spatial sampling, along each profile line. 

ReflexW software [10] was used to process the data, applying the following sequence: 
time-zero correction, temporal filtering, gain application, spatial filtering, and a band-pass 
filter. Additional corrections were applied for topography and the tilt of the antenna to 
improve the accuracy in imaging subsurface features because of the upward-arching profile 
of the Monforte Bridge. These topographic points were obtained from the laser scanning 
data. Without performing these static corrections, the targets (or reflectors) identified are 
incorrectly positioned, while reflections present distorted shapes. 
 

 
Figure 2: GPR results: A) complete GPR radargram showing the reflections from the arches and filling 

distribution, B) Reflection from the ring-stone or arch thickness and C) Picture of the Monforte Bridge. 
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Figure 2A presents the GPR data produced. It was possible to detect the hyperbolic 
reflections produced by the arch-air interfaces for all four visible arches (Figure 2C), as well 
as to map the paving-filling interface. Moreover, it was interpreted that this bridge could be 
emptied and later refilled using different backfill than the original one. The red lines in 
Figure 2A indicate the reflections generated at the interface between both original and new 
backfills. Finally, other aspect that is important for this work is the arch thickness interpreted 
and illustrated in Figure 2B.  

3.3 Integrated application and structural assessment of the bridge 

To assess the load carrying capacity of the structure two different numerical strategies 
based on limit analysis and nonlinear finite element analysis were employed. 

The limit analysis models were developed using the computer software RING [11]. Within 
RING, masonry arches are idealized as an assemblage of two-dimensional rigid blocks 
separated by contact interfaces. The limit load analysis is solved by a linear programming 
formulation aimed at computing a load factor that represents the ratio between the collapse 
load and a specified pattern of live loads. Failure modes associated to the formation of a 
hinge mechanism, sliding along interfaces and the assumption of a finite masonry 
compressive strength are taken into account. The effect of the filling material disposed over 
the arch is modeled in an indirect way, considering the dispersion of live loads from the road 
surface up to the extrados of the arch and the development of passive earth pressures. Live 
load dispersion obeys to a Boussinesq type distribution model or a uniform model. The 
amount of horizontal passive restraint provided by the fill is computed using the Rankine 
theory. One-dimensional elements with a rigid-plastic response in compression and null 
tensile strength are used to model the lateral backfill forces. 

The nonlinear finite element models were developed using the FE code Abaqus [12], 
where a discrete approach that considers the arches as a series of elastic bodies or continuum 
deformable parts connected by frictional-contact interfaces was adopted. The behavior of the 
interfaces is ruled in the normal direction by the condition that tension forces could not be 
transmitted between stones and in tangential direction through either, the sliding or sticking 
condition. Contact constraints using a penalty formulation were applied to ensure both, the no 
penetration condition in normal direction and the enforcement of the sticking condition in 
tangential direction. The filling material was modeled adopting an elastoplastic material law 
based on the classical Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion. Similarly to the arches, arch-infill 
interaction effects were modeled resorting to unilateral contact-friction interfaces. In addition 
to contact and material nonlinearity, nonlinear geometric effects were also considered in all 
the FE models.  

The structural assessment of the Monforte Bridge was carried out in a two-step procedure.  
In the first stage, taking into account the accuracy of the geometric description provided 

by the TLS, the effect of geometry over the structural capacity of the masonry arches 
comprising the bridge was evaluated. Arch-infill interaction effects were disregarded at this 
phase of the analysis in order to quantify exclusively the role played by geometry. 
Contribution of backfill was analyzed posteriorly, on the second stage, taking into account 
the information extracted from the GPR survey. 

For the first stage, two different geometric representations were evaluated when 
developing the numerical models of the arches. The first one is intended to represent the 
scenario in absence of a detailed geometric description aiming to evaluate the benefits of 
using a high resolution laser scanning survey. Each arch was idealized considering perfect 
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arches of circumference on the basis of a few set of measurements, namely, span, average 
arch thickness and rise at mid-span. The second geometric description aims to describe 
accurately the possible permanent deformations that exist in the arches. Thus, the geometric 
model uses the real intrados guideline of the arch and assumes, as in the case of the ideal 
geometry, an average arch thickness considering the visible ashlar contours at the upstream 
and downstream sides of the arch barrel as well as the information provided by the GPR 
about the interior structure.   

At this stage of procedure, for all the limit analysis models, an infinite masonry 
compressive strength together with a friction coefficient equal to 0.6 for the contact interfaces 
were assumed. The mesh used in FE models consisted on quadrilateral, four-node elements 
with two translational degrees of freedom per node. A Young’s modulus equal to 5 GPa and a 
Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 were chosen for masonry blocks. Similarly to the rigid blocks models, a 
friction coefficient equal to 0.6 in the tangential direction of the contact interfaces together 
with no tensile strength in the normal direction were adopted. Masonry and infill self-weight 
were assumed equal to 20 KN/m3. Loading conditions consisted on the self-weight of the 
materials and a variable concentrated live load along the longitudinal direction of the bridge. 
As mentioned, in the first step, contribution of the backfill was taken into account only 
indirectly through the vertical dead load corresponding to its self-weight. All the analysis has 
been performed considering 1.00 m width of the bridge. The results are reported in Figure 3, 
which details the minimum collapse load obtained for all arches considering the different 
geometric models and using both methods of analysis.  
 

 
Figure 3: Collapse loads of masonry arches considering different geometric models and methods of analysis. 

 
The analysis of the results shows that in case of considering the geometry with the real 

guideline of the intrados, the arch with the lower collapse load corresponds with the number 
2 (270 KN for the FE model). It is worth noting that this arch presents the highest span 
(11.20m) together with the most pronounced change in the intrados curvature respect to the 
ideal geometry. The fact of disregarding real geometry causes that predictions about the most 
unfavorable arch change to the number 4. The differences in the collapse load estimation for 
arch number 2 between models using real geometry and idealized geometry are about a 20% 
and 30% for the limit analysis and FE model, respectively. Thus, it could be concluded that 
care must be taken when performing structural assessment of masonry arches using idealized 
geometries since in general, it entails and overestimation of the predicted collapse load, 
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which is unsafe. 
In the second step the contribution of backfill to the load carrying capacity was evaluated. 

Based on the previous results, only the most unfavorable arch was analyzed. In absence of a 
comprehensive experimental characterization about the mechanical properties of the infill, 
the adopted values were estimated on the basis of the available literature [13-15] and on-site 
inspections of the structure. A friction angle of 30º and a cohesion of 30 kPa were chosen as a 
reasonable estimation of material properties. A masonry compressive strength equal to 5 MPa 
was adopted for this scenario in the limit analysis model. In the FE model, in sake of 
simplicity masonry blocks were still modeled as linear elastic but acknowledging the fact of 
checking the compressive stress values to validate this assumption.  

To assess the safety condition of the Monforte Bridge and to obtain a better insight into 
the actual level of load that the bridge can carry, the single point load used in the previous 
section was replaced by the Spanish standard vehicle [16], which consists of two axles 
separated by a distance of 1.2 m, a load of 300 KN per axle and a width of 2 m. For the rigid 
block limit analysis model, the longitudinal live load dispersion trough the infill was modeled 
according to the Boussinesq distribution model with a limiting distribution angle of 30º. In 
the transversal direction and in absence of longitudinal cracks along the arch barrel, the 
effective width was considered equal to the bridge width for both methods of analysis. 

The mesh of the FE model consisted on quadrilateral, eight-node elements with two 
translational degrees of freedom per node for the arch and triangular six nodes elements for 
the infill. A plain strain state was assumed, supported by the good condition of the spandrel 
walls, as observed during in-situ inspections. With regard to the boundary conditions, at the 
springings of the arch and the bottom edges of the backfill fixed conditions were imposed 
whereas at the lateral sides of the backfill only the degrees of freedom in the longitudinal 
direction were restricted. The non-linear static analysis was carried out on two consecutive 
steps, in the first step the self-weight of all structural components was applied and the 
achieved equilibrium solution was then used as a set of initial conditions for the second step, 
when the live load was increased up to cause failure of the arch by formation of a hinge 
mechanism. 

The obtained load factor that represents the ratio between the ultimate failure load and the 
applied live according to the Spanish standard vehicle was 4.40 and 4.10 for the FE model 
and limit analysis model, respectively. The collapse mechanism associated to the rigid block 
model is depicted in Figure 4. For the same loading conditions but without considering live 
load dispersion trough the fill and the development of passive earth pressures, the load factor 
obtained was approximately 3.00, with a difference of a 8% between the results provided by 
the rigid block limit analysis model and the nonlinear finite element model. The effect of 
infill is therefore evaluated trough the comparison of these two different scenarios. For the 
material properties assumed in this study, an increase on the carrying capacity around a 50% 
was noticed. For the Monforte Bridge, taking into account the presence of a practically null 
height of the infill over the crown of the arch, the increase of the load capacity is significantly 
and clearly puts of manifest the beneficial contribution of infill in stabilizing the arch against 
the vertical loads. Indeed, the increase in load carrying capacity could be almost exclusively 
attributed to the lateral stiffening effect that the infill performs over the arch.      

Overall, in the light of the results obtained, it could be concluded that the Monforte Bridge 
presents an acceptable level of performance. Even for the case of do not consider the explicit 
contribution of infill, the computed load factor was 3.00, which in general agrees with the 
relatively good state of conservation of the structure and seems to indicate that the bridge 
could continue being safely crossed by the traffic. 
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Figure 4: Collapse mechanism when considering the filling material contribution and the limit analysis model. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has reported the modeling and structural analysis of an in-service medieval 
masonry arch bridge. For the in-situ non-destructive characterization of the bridge, terrestrial 
Laser Scanning (TLS) and Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) methods were used. The 
external geometric description of the structure was provided by a high-resolution TLS survey 
while the GPR data collected allowed obtaining additional information about the unknown 
inner parts of the construction such as composition and distribution of the filling material as 
well as estimation of arches thickness.  

The structural assessment of the bridge was posteriorly carried out in a two-step 
procedure. In the first stage, on the basis of the accurate geometric description available, the 
effect of geometry over the structural capacity of the masonry arches comprising the bridge 
was evaluated. To that aim, two different geometric models were constructed. The first one 
idealizes the geometry of the arches using a limited set of measurements (span, rise at mid-
span and average arch thickness) while the second one takes into account permanent 
deformations that may exist on arches, here successfully captured by the TLS system. For the 
limit load analysis, two different numerical strategies, plastic or limit analysis and nonlinear 
finite element analysis were adopted. The results obtained shown that greater collapse loads 
were always received in case of using perfect ideal geometries. This fact suggests that in 
absence of accurate data care must be taken when performing geometric idealizations to 
conduct numerical calculations and highlights the key role played by geomatic techniques for 
this purpose. In the second stage, the information provided by the GPR about filling material 
was used to estimate its contribution to the bridge carrying capacity. Under the action of the 
Spanish standard vehicle and for the material properties assumed, a load factor of 
approximately 4.25 was computed. When limiting the contribution of infill to only its self-
weight, i.e. disregarding live load dispersion effects and the development of passive earth 
pressures, a load factor of 3.00 was obtained. Thus, the results seems to indicate that the 
safety condition of the bridge is a priori guaranteed. However, is it pointed out the need of 
performing additional research works related with the investigation of the transverse behavior 
of the bridge as well as an adequate experimental characterization of the mechanical 
properties of materials in order to obtain a more reliable load rating of the structure.  
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